
Getting Started with Your TCI Middle School 
Integrated Science Teacher Account

Sidebar Navigation

Unit Features

● The Unit Overview highlights our comprehensive unit flow 
and resources, including unit progressions and anchoring 
phenomena. 

● Each segment begins with an integrated phenomenon that 
ties together multiple disciplines. To see the details for each 
integrated phenomenon, go to the Integrated Connections 
caret under the “Not visible to students” box. Here, you 
can: 
○ view the segment’s integrated phenomenon video;
○ share the integrated phenomenon notebook pages 

with students as they connect each lesson back to 
the segment phenomenon; 

○ download the segment progression PDF.

● The Unit Checkpoints is where students record how each 
lesson helps them build their understanding of the unit’s 
anchoring phenomenon.

● Our Sidebar navigation brings total transparency 
to your TCI Teacher Account, putting all of your 
administrative, teaching, and reference 
resources at your fingertips. 

● Curious to know what your students see? Sign in 
as a student by navigating to “Manage your 
Students” from the “My Classes” page. From 
there, click on the ”Sign in as this  Student” key 
to see what that particular student sees. 

Welcome! We are thrilled to show you around your TCI Teacher Account. This guide will help you explore  the features 
available in your account.  In addition to this guide, watch for in-app support including  Alert Bars           at the top of 
key pages and What’s New notifications         with the latest TCI updates. You can also visit our Help Center for 
answers to frequently asked questions, complete with  step-by-step instructions to guide you through any questions. 
From the help center, you can also access on-demand, self-paced courses to help you become an expert user!



Investigation Planning at Your Fingertips

● Prep in minutes. See all blended learning lesson modification 
tips, lesson prep, and more in the Planning section.
 

● Teach your lessons with ease with TCI’s state standard and 
framework aligned Lesson Guides! 
○ Follow what, how, and when to teach instructions in the 

slideshows.
○ Mix and match Lesson Guide components based on your needs.

○ Edit, print out, and share the Lesson Guides as needed. 

● Meet various students’ needs with Differentiating instruction 
suggestions and provide a wealth of opportunities for students to 
study topics in greater depth with Enhancing Learning.  

Investigation Lesson Guides

Flexible Assignments

● Use the “What” area to assign only the specific content your 
students need access to.  

● In the “Who” area, assign to individual students or entire 
classes.  

● Get as granular as you need in the “When” area. Control 
access down to the minute.  

● Need a place to write specific instructions for the 
assignment? Want to give the assignment a name? Add it in 
the “Optional” area before assigning. 

Materials 

● See and prepare everything you need before a lesson 
with a quick visit at the Materials page. From here, you 
will see all lab equipments and handouts clearly listed in 
quantity, which lesson they are used in, and where they 
are found. 

● If you ever need to order more materials, you can easily 
access our TCI Shop with the purchase buttons located 
in the Kit Materials (All Lessons) page (only available for 
disciplined programs).  



Customizable Assessments

● Use ready-to-print TCI default tests, tests created by 
teachers from your district, or get creative and craft your 
own! 

● See a question that you really like in the Notebook? Add 
it in from our rich Question Bank. Want to create a tricky 
question to really test your students’ knowledge? Make 
your own by choosing the question type—either prompt, 
multiple choice, writing, table, drawing,  fill-in-the-blank, 
or multiple image choice.  

Flexible Grading 

Student Text Support

● Who says grading has to be tedious? Choose view by student if you 
want to see how well a student understands the content, or choose 
view by question if you wish to speed through the grading process. 

● Want to see students’ responses even though their work is still in 
progress? Toggle to “answered” to filter out the unanswered 
questions. 
 

● You can also make comments as you work your way down the 
questions and change the default score to meet your needs. 

● Be sure to check the Student Work Notification bell regularly to 
stay on top of grading. You can View/Grade turned in work by 
clicking on the link in the notification.  

● Meet student needs with the appropriate Reading Level 
option:
● Level A text is within the grade-level Lexile range 
● Level B text is in a range two grades below grade level

● Highlight text, save notes, and reveal Main Ideas. 

● Download the Text to Google Drive        or print it out as 
needed.

● Assign the text to students via our Google Classroom          
integration.



Check for Understanding and Notes 

● Motivate students to engage with content in a variety of 
creative ways through the Check for Understanding activity. 
Students will receive immediate feedback after they have been 
completed the activities.

● Have students journal down questions and demonstrate their 
grasp of content and skills throughout the lesson in their Notes. 

Lesson Game

● Formatively assess students with the Lesson Game and help them 
review key concepts and skills. 

● Navigate to the Grades page to view individual Lesson Game 

results and overall class trends. Adjust your lesson based on the 

results to help students revisit topics  they haven't mastered. 

Program Support

● Need general tips on using the program, see how our 
curriculum covers the standards, or get professional 
development training? Head over to the Program 
Support page to find a list of resources organized neatly 
for you right at your fingertips. 

Settings

● The Settings page gives you complete control over your account 
and what your student can access. 

● Change your TCI account credentials anytime with My Account.

● Control what students can access with the Student Views and 
Features tab. Students see all of the Notebook sections and Lesson 
Games by default.

● Select what students can see during and after a test and set a 
default point for the Notebook in the Grades tab. 

● Explore new features with the Beta tab. 


